Abstract When unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) track a moving target in complex environment, most path planning methods are difficult to combine real-time calculation and optimality. A real-time path planning method based on boundary value problem (BVP) is studied. First, a grid model of terrain is established based on UAV constraints. Then the structure of receding horizon planning ensures the real-time tracking to moving target, and the path is determined based on BVP in each horizon window. The sub-goal of horizon window is designed by line-of-sight, and the method of updating potential field dynamically and the calculation of flight direction are proposed. By comparison with other methods, the simulation results show that the method can ensure the path smooth and feasible. It can track the moving target in realtime and have some optimality, which is suitable for the mission of UAV to track moving target in complex environment.
Introduction
Path planning is an important characteristic of automation and intelligence for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). After years of research and development, it has several branches, and one of branches is tracking moving target (MT). Such issue belongs to dynamic path planning and is also known as real-time planning or re-planning.
Graphics-based method such as Voronoi diagram method [1] has the problem of combinatorial explosion, so it is not suitable for real-time path planning. Then the probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) [2] was developed to handle this problem and extended to high dimensional spaces, but it is not common in the real-time path planning because of the complexity. With modification, A-star [3] and D-star [4] can improve real-time ability. However this improvement is limited, because the algorithm structure restricts the efficiency of calculation. Some of these methods have characteristic of topology and will find optimum solution in some way, nevertheless they are difficult to meet the requirement of real-time in complex environment.
In random search methods, Hanlon encoded gene with discrete waypoints and flight directions and redesigned evolution operators, so the improved genetic algorithm (GA) can make real-time path planning [5] , but extra work is still needed to solve the problem of premature convergence. Many researches have shown that the disadvantages also exist in ant colony (AC) algorithm [6] and particle swarm algorithm [7] .
Another common feature of the above methods is that the environment should be modeled in grid, and unreasonable grid model will result in large curvature of path which is not suitable for UAV [8] . On the contrary, potential field method has a strong advantage in the smoothness of path. Potential field methods take movement as a result of force and the force is generally continuous, so the method does not need grid modeling and the path is not discretized as waypoint.
Besides smooth path, potential field method also has a higher computational efficiency, especially in complex environment. Simulated annealing algorithm [9] and electric charge method [10] are traditional potential field methods, and they must endure local optimum [11] . Learning from the concept of fluid dynamics, stream function establishes a potential field which can avoid local minima [12] . Furthermore, stream function of single obstacle is weighted to handle path planning of multiple obstacles [13] , and this method is also extended to three-dimensional space [14] . Although having so many advantages, stream function has stagnation point which will lead to the termination of planning, and it could not be avoided because of the restriction of fluid dynamic.
Aiming to track a MT in complex environment, a realtime path planning method based on boundary value problem (BVP) is proposed for UAV. First, grid model is established according to UAV constraint. Using receding horizon planning strategy, global optimum (GO) is decomposed into local optimum which is gotten by the calculation of boundary value problem in each horizon window. The sub-goal of each horizon window is designed by line-of-sight (LOS) and the method of updating potential field is also improved for UAV. Simulation results show that the path is suitable for UAV, the method can reach a compromise between real-time calculation and optimality and it can meet the requirements of tracking a moving target in complex environment for UAV.
2 Receding horizon planning strategy based on boundary value problem
Receding horizon planning strategy for tracking a moving target
Receding horizon planning takes target as an input, makes planning according to current time, and repeats the process in the next time to correct the target information [15] . The method is particularly suitable for solving the problem of dynamic planning. According to the concept of receding horizon planning, the environment can be divided into several horizon windows (HW) and boundary value problem will be calculated in these windows. As in Fig. 1 , the local optimum of each window is used to approximate to GO.
In the mission of tracking a MT, the battlefield is changing all the time, so it is difficult to find a total global optimal solution. Receding horizon planning will ensure the real-time calculation and approximate GO. The characteristic makes it more suitable for dynamic planning.
Receding horizon window based on boundary value problem
In receding horizon window, boundary value problem will be solved as a local path planning. In Fig. 1 , suppose at a certain time t n , its corresponding horizon window is H W n . After locating the current position of UAV and the size of H W n , the method can get local obstacles from global map (Fig. 2) . Then it calculates the sub-goal of H W n by the information of UAV, moving target and local obstacles. In H W n , a boundary value problem will be solved to get a local path. Global map includes not only the size and position of obstacles, but also the initialized global potential field. When solving the boundary value problem of H W n , local potential field will get index from global map. 
Grid model based on UAV constraints
In terrain modeling, most methods are rectangular grid. The modifications focus on how to improve rectangular grid to a better expression of environment. In general, the algorithm should be determined according to different mission and background first, and then different algorithm needs a corresponding terrain model. On the other hand, the data structure of terrain model has a great influence on algorithm. Besides rectangular grid, other modeling methods of terrain mainly include grid based on sensors [16] , triangle grid [17] , grid based on multiresolution [18] and so on. UAV mobility is affected by velocity and turning radius and it is an intense constraint on the feasibility of path. When modeling the environment, the physical constraints of UAV should be considered seriously to avoid a secondary smooth of flight path.
The local path will be solved by boundary value problem (BPV) and BPV needs terrain in rectangular grid, so the environment will be modeled by rectangular grid. To ensure the path is suitable for UAV, the model is also established based on UAV's constraints. When UAV turns in a horizontal plane, the velocity, normal overload and turning radius follows Eq.
(1).
Here, n is normal overload, V is velocity and R is turning radius. According to Eq. (1), the grid model is established as Fig. 3 .
Influenced by UAV constraints, there are some places that it cannot reach (Fig. 3) . The environment is modeled based on UAV constraints, so the path calculated by boundary value problem is feasible.
Coordinate transformation and pretreatment
The environment is discrete in grid, but it will not affect the smoothness of path. It is because the grid is modeled based (2) and (3) establish the corresponding relationship between discrete grid and real terrain.
(2)
Here, side represents the length of a grid cell and symbol [ ] represents the operation of rounding. After the conversion of coordinate, pretreatment is used to fill the concave terrain. Because UAV cannot make pivot turn and reverse flight, the filling can help the method to avoid local minima.
Path planning for UAV based on boundary value problem
General potential field methods do not need grid model and can calculate a collisionless path among obstacles by the principle of superposition. However, they have to endure local minima. Taking obstacles and object as boundary conditions, the solution of partial differential equation in Ref. [19] can avoid this problem. On the other hand, receding horizon planning improves the method on the adaptability of complex environment.
Calculation of sub-goal in receding horizon window
After determining the position of horizon window and obstacles in it, a sub-goal should be calculated for boundary value problem. According to the current position of UAV, target, horizon window and obstacles, LOS method is used to calculate sub-goal as in Fig. 5 . The method has the characteristic of greedy algorithm and can ensure the shortest path.
In Fig. 5 Line-of-Sight method is used to find point V mid which blocks line P k U AV P k goal . In Fig. 5 , V mid = V tl . According to the positions of O cr oss and H W k , the sub-goal P k s should be the intersection point of line V mid P k goal and H W k or line P k U AV V mid and H W k . The pseudo code is as follows. In some special cases, many obstacles form a wall. UAV may be stuck by the wall like a trap, which can be handled by a wallfollowing strategy. Here, the sub-goal is the midpoint on the boundary of H W k in UAV's opposite.
The sub-goal is a point at the boundary of receding horizon window. After the determination of sub-goal, there are more two steps. (1) Extend the sub-goal to three adjacent points. So they will increase the attractive force to UAV and improve the convergence of potential field. (2) Set the boundaries as high potential field to ensure the repulsion. The local map of receding horizon window is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Potential field of boundary value problem
The partial differential equation of Ref. [19] is a harmonic function and the potential field is the solution of Laplace equation. The boundary conditions are that the potential field of obstacles is 1 and target area is zero. In boundary value problem, the conditions are Dirichlet Boundary. BVP method is better than harmonic field, because it maintain the original characteristics of harmonic field and can change potential field dynamically which makes it more suitable for dynamic path planning. BVP uses gradient descent direction to determine the path which connects the start and end points. Since the target area is defined as lowest potential field and each grid point only has one gradient direction, a path form any point to target area will be found. Under the Dirichlet Boundary conditions, the potential field of each grid point will be got by the solution of Eq. (4).
Here v is the deflection unit vector and ε is coefficient. The adjustments of these two parameters will benefit to improve search and it is equivalent to change the actual potential field artificially. As in Ref. [20] , the adjustments imitate the human gait.
Vector v is an external force which acts on object and coefficient ε corresponds to the scope of force. When ε=0, Eq. (4) becomes to a Laplace equation ∇ 2 p(r) = 0. BVP method is considered to be calculated with minimum energy and lowest maneuver times, so its path is optimal [21] . However, it is hard to get convergence in complex and large environment. Therefore, the receding horizon planning strategy will reduce the load of BVP and the local optimum of each horizon window is used to approximate to GO. The method will reach a compromise between real-time calculation and optimality.
Dynamic potential field updates based on UAV constraints
As the description in Sect. 3.2, suppose the environment has been converted to matrix A, potential field value of A(i, j) is p t i, j at time t and the length of each grid is side. Before calculation, Dirichlet boundary conditions should be initialized as: obstacles and boundaries of horizon window are set to 1 (high potential field) and target area is set to zero (low potential field). Other potential field values update by numerical iteration. The Jacobi method is complicate and successive over-relaxation (SOR) method is the fastest. But Gauss-Seidel (GS) method performs better in non-relaxed environment and it is robust. Furthermore, the path of GS is smoother than SOR. According to GS method and Eq. (4), the potential field of grid in Fig. 6 will update by Eq. (5).
Here 
Fig. 7 Division of flight direction
Here w x = εv x /2 and w y = εv y /2. When w x ∈ [1, 1] and w y ∈ [1, 1], Eq. (6) has p min ≤ p c ≤ p max . p max and p min represent the maximum and minimum value of potential field respectively. The potential field values of obstacles and boundaries are set to p max and target area are set to p min . So the gradient descent direction of each grid will point to target area. To meet this boundary condition, define v as a unit vector and ε ∈ (−2, 2). It will ensure the convergence and avoid collision.
After updating potential field, gradient of each grid will be calculated by Eq. (7).
Suppose the current position of UAV is A(i, j) and its flight direction is ∇ p i, j . According to Fig. 7, set A(i, j) as the center grid, divide the adjacent eight grids, and then find the area pointed by gradient. Thus, the next expected direction is ∇ p i−1, j+1 and the next expected grid is A(i − 1, j + 1) as shown.
In Fig. 7 , if the directions between ∇ p i, j and ∇ p i−1, j+1 are far from each other, UAV cannot fly along the calculated path. Then adjust flight direction according to Eq. (8) .
Here ϕ current is the current flight direction, ϕ next is the next expected direction and ϕ new is the actual expected direction. η is coefficient and η ∈ [0, 1). In this situation, UAV will fly according to ϕ next until gradient direction can be taken as flight direction directly (equals to η = 0). 
Grid model of complex environment
The velocity of UAV is V = 40 m/s and normal overload is n = 2. Eq. (1) is simplified as R = V 2 /(gn) and g = 10 m/s 2 . So the turning radius is R = 80 m. The environment is 80 km × 80 km and the size of model is 100 × 100 grid. So the length of each grid is side = 8000m/(80m * 100) = 1 and the actual distance of each grid is side * R = 80 m. Figure 8 shows the grid model and the following statements are also described by grid. There are 23 circular obstacles with different sizes located in the environment. Irregular obstacles are also represented by circle. In Fig. 8 , white circles indicate actual obstacles and black areas indicate the obstacles which are modeled in grid. The environment has several peaks and continuous mountain ranges and some obstacles are overlapped. Fig. 8 shows that the actual obstacles and grid can convert to each other by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).
Boundary value problem in receding horizon window
According to the global map of Fig. 8 , the area of x ∈ [17, 28] and y ∈ [15, 25] is taken as a horizon window to solve a boundary value problem. In Eq. (5), ε = 1. After numerical calculation, the path and gradient direction are shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 , white circles represent actual obstacles and black rectangles represent obstacles in grid model. Symbol × indicates the forbidden area such as obstacles and boundaries of horizon window. Symbol • indicates sub-goal. Symbol • is used to show waypoints and symbol arrow is used to show As shown in Fig. 9 , although the obstacles overlap each other, the method can give a reasonable path. The overlapping obstacles are a challenge to artificial potential field (APF), because APF methods use the principle of superposition to make path planning of multiple obstacles. After superposition, potential field may have local minimum and APF methods have to use pretreatment or virtual obstacles to avoid this problem.
From Fig. 9 , global map is divided into several horizon windows and it accelerates the convergence. The path follows the steepest gradient descent direction which ensures optimality in horizon window.
Path planning of tracking a moving target in complex environment
The starting point is [2, 2] and the initial position of moving target is [45, 65] . The motion of MT is described in Eq. (9). In simulation, UAV does not know the trajectory of target, but can get the position of target in each time from radar and GPS. In other words, UAV cannot predict the next position of target from Eq. (9), but can locate target in current time.
Here k represents the number of HW. It means when UAV finishes the flight in a horizon window, Eq. (9) calculates a new position for the MT. In Fig. 10 , the method described in Ref. [22] is used to make a contrast. In Ref. [22] , authors proposed a hybrid method of receding horizon window and stream function to track a MT. Figure 10 shows that the paths of two methods are similar at initial stage of planning. It is because BVP method retains some characteristics of harmonic field and it is also a potential field method. In addition, UAV is far from the MT at initial stage of planning, so the sub-goals of two methods are similar.
In the vicinity of Mark 1, the two paths separate gradually. It is because when UAV flies to the MT, the differences between two sub-goals are gradually obvious. It is also noticed that stream function method do not need grid model and its path is around obstacles. BVP method need grid model and its path is calculated by numerical iteration. The potential field of each grid is affected by its adjacent grids. The transmission effect spreads from boundaries and acts on each grid. So the proposed method maintains a distance between path and obstacles.
Mark 2 shows that the path of stream function passes through the gap between two adjacent obstacles. Nevertheless the path of proposed method avoids this area. The reason is that the two obstacles are modeled as a whole one by the method described in Sect. 3.2 and they have been taken as a continuous mountain range. If there is no gap, Mark 2 becomes a trap to stream function. The trap should be filled before planning. Otherwise the path will pass through obstacles. However, the proposed method will not be influenced as shown.
In Mark 3, the path of Ref. [22] has an obvious turning. The turning happens at the place where two HW connect. On the contrary, the path of proposed method is smooth which benefits from the design in Sect. 4.3. Figure 10 shows that the proposed method is more suitable for the path planning to track a MT. Table 1 compares the length of path and computing time of two methods. Path may on the diagonal of grid, so the length of path is calculated by approximate grid unit. Table  1 shows that the proposed method uses shorter time to track the MT and has a shorter path. Stream function performs better in maximum computational time of all HW, because it does not need iteration. In addition, the real-time calculation and optimal path of the proposed method are affected by different grid densities. It is hard to give a quantitative conclusion about grid density which needs a further Monte Carlo simulation.
Optimality of path in complex environment with a trap
In the real-time problem, it is hard to discuss GO. To study the optimality of the method, a global algorithm is used for comparison. The environment is also changed. The starting point is [2, 2] and the finishing point is [85, 73] which will not move during the simulation. There are 41 circular obstacles with different sizes located in the environment. Irregular obstacles are also represented by circle. In Fig. 11 , white circles indicate actual obstacles and black areas indicate the obstacles which are modeled in grid. Specially, several obstacles form a wall which is a trap for UAV. A GA proposed by Ref. [23] is used. The special feature of Ref. [23] is it has an effective initialization process which causes a significantly shorter path. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 11 . Waypoints represent the proposed method and line represents the path of Ref. [23] , respectively.
From Fig. 11 , both methods can escape from the trap, but the proposed method will approach finishing point first and then walk out the trap. It is because horizon window limits the field of vision of UAV. UAV will fly to finishing point first until reach the boundary of trap. So the path of waypoint will waste some time and it will travel longer if there is a trap in map.
However, the proposed method has smoother path than genetic algorithm. Sub-goal is a kind of heuristic search, so its intention is clearer and UAV will not make unnecessary movement. In genetic algorithm, the path is full of turnings. It may be caused by insufficient iterations, because GA is theoretically able to find optimal path. Unfortunately, thought it will spend at least 5 h to get a better result as shown Fig.  11 , the lengths of two paths are similar (one is about 157 grids and the other is about 165 grids). Furthermore, the path of GA makes many unnecessary turnings and turnings exceed thirty times, so the path of GA need further smooth for UAV to fly. Therefore, thought the lengths of two paths are similar, the proposed method will save more energy. As a result, Fig. 11 shows that the proposed method is more efficiency.
6.Analysis and discussion

Effect of grid density and number of iterations
At the Mark 2 of Fig. 10 , if grid density increases, path of BVP method will also pass through the gap of two obstacles like that of stream function. On the other hand, if horizon window is not adopted, the iteration of global map will consume much time and it is hard to reach convergence. So before using BVP method, the grid density and number of iterations should be considered seriously.
(1) The complexity of method is independent of the number of obstacles, but grid density. (2) Computational time is inversely proportional to the size of grid and proportional to grid density. (3) The method may converge too fast to be used in large terrain directly. (4) Global convergence may need much iteration, especially when starting point is away from target point.
Analysis of BVP method
BVP method is an important path planning method. Compared with APF method, some useful characteristics of BVP are concluded as follows.
(1) BVP method is a potential field method and it need grid model. ( 2) The path of BVP is optimal and it is considered to be calculated with minimum energy and lowest maneuver times. (3) To the global optimal solution, BVP method needs more calculations than APF method, but fewer than AC and GA. (4) The calculation of potential field begins from boundary which is different from other potential field methods. Most potential field methods use the superposition of field. (5) The potential field of BVP method is discrete and it is easier to combine UAV constraints.
Conclusion
Aiming to track a MT in complex environment, a path planning method based on improved boundary value problem is proposed for UAV. Receding horizon planning strategy is designed to improve real-time calculation and BVP method of each horizon window calculates local path. Horizon window and sub-goal establish the connection between receding horizon planning strategy and BVP method. The complex environment is modeled by grid based on UAV constraints. In BVP method, the flight direction and gradient direction are both taken into account. In simulation, stream function and AC algorithm are adopted to compare with the proposed method. The results show that the proposed method is more suitable for UAV. The path is smooth and feasible. At last, an analysis and discussion are given to specify the main characteristics and application.
